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GlUSEPPF. DE ANGELIS·, ROSA FARINATO·, LuclO LoRETO· 

THE CRYSTAL LATTICE CONSTANTS REFINEMENT, 
A LEAST-SQUARES PROCEDURE FOR THE DIRECT 

OR THE RECIPROCAL CASE 

ABSTRACT. ~ A Least-Squares procedure for the crystal lattice wnstants refinement .is 
described: The crystal unit-cell is expressed in terms of direct or reciprocal lattice: accordingly 
the refinement is carried OUl with equations involving explicitly the direct or the reciprocal 
parameters. In this way lattice constants and their associated variam:es are estimated inside 
their proper (direct or reciprocal) case. Expressions acwunting for system3tic errors arc considered; 
altematively an imemal standard correction procedure is provided. Using a trial approximativeiy 
known unit-cell the X-ray diffraction peaks may be tentatively indexed, according to a space 
group and a 2e tolerance, and accepted or rejected in the successive refinement cycles. 

An application of a wmputer program which has been written for the OHvetti P 6'2 
is illustrated. 

RIASSUNTO. ~ Viene presentato un metodo di alIinamento delle costanti reticolari dei 
cristalli che procede su due linte separate: se si vogliono oltenere le costanti dei reticolo direno 
l'affinamento e condotto su formule che coinvolgono la cella unitaria diretta; se si ha interesse 
alle costanti retiwiari del reticolo reciproco le formule usate sono fondate sulla cella unitaria 
reciproca. In tale modo costanti e loro varianze vengono stimale facendo uso delle cspressioni 
piu appropriate. Si liene altresl conto clella correzione degli errori sistematici sia tramite funzioni 
di correzione sia lramite I'usa della tecnica clello standard interno. Inoltre e previsto un proce
dimento di autoindici:a:aziom: dei riflcssi ai quali, nella fase iniziale, non e stato possibile 
assegnare un appropriato indice hkl. 

Si illustra con un esempio, iI programma cli cakolo realizzato per la Olivetti P 652. 

General consideralions 

As a rule [he Least-Squares refinement of the direct unit-cell constants in 
crystals of low symmetry (triclinic or monoclinic) is carried out using the reciprocal 
lattice and often the quadratic form of the Bragg law. 

Ideally the observation equation to be used for the Least-Squares minimization 
procedure of the random errors should contain the actual parameters to be estimated, 
the actual observation experimentally obtained and the appropriate observation 
weight. Any c manipulation > on the proper observation equation causes parameters 
and their variances that are not the best statistical estimates. If an X-ray diffracto-
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meter system IS used the observation available from it is the Bragg's angle 2e, and 
the correct form of su m of squares to be minimized IS 

, , 
Lw (211 - 2fJ. ) = mInImum 
I'! - 00'" I 

(1) 

where Wt is the weight of the i-th observation. With the Bragg's law eq. 1 becomes 

, , 
Lw. (2* - 2aresin l... ..!... ) . = minimum 
JlI - 2d' 

(2) 

Calling FCa.., ho, Co, tlo, a", Yo, hi, kl, h) and F-Ca-, b·, c·, (X.., a·, y· .... ru, kt, It) the 
t"Yo functions relating l/dl to the direct or reciprocal tridinic unit-cell constants 
respectively, we can write eq. 2 as 

minimum (3) 

in the direct space and 

, , 
Lw ( 2,)_ - 2orosml... F) • minImum 
1 " 2 i 

(4) 

in the reciprocal space. 
Bgth eqs. 3 and 4 are intrinsically non li near in the unit-ce11 parameters but 

Least-Squares normal equations linear-i.e. in the parameter corrections .6.a.., . .. , 
.6.Yo or .6.a-•... , .6.y·-can be respectively obtained with some linearization procedure. 
In such way however there is a difference between the true sum of squares in eq . 3 
or eq. 4 (the appropriate non linear c Model ~ ) and the sum of squares in the 
approximating linear expression of the c Model~. When the direct unit-cell constants 
are in evaluation, eq. 3 seems preferable as starting equation because the minimum 
reached handling eq. 3 may be - in principle - not strictly the same minimum 
obtained through eq. 4. On the other hand in a X-ray powder camera the obser
vations are lenghts on film so that the correct form of sums of squares to be 
minimized is 

(5) 

where the calculated lenghts (kalo) can be expressed in terms of camera radius, 
wave-lenght. reflection indices and direct (or reciprocal) unit-cell constants. Again, 
to overcome mathematical difficulties, approximated expressions are obtained to 
build normal equations linear in the parameter corrections. H owever from the 
measured lenghts on film the Bragg's angles are usually obtained and eq. 5 is not 
used. The departure from an ideal Least-Squa re situation is now more pronounced 
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than in the above mentioned case. The use of the Q ::: Ijd2 as c observation :t IS, 

of course, a worst choice . 
The problem has been often debated: HESS (1951) has pointed out with some 

examples that an unappropriate observation equation can alter the precision of the 
estimated parameters up to weigh on statistical tests; LANGFORD (1973) remarks that 
the use of sen29 in the error equation is unfavorable only « ... if the cell is small 
or the system has high symmetry :t. A systematic survey of the entire subject is 
still lack ing. 

The above outli ned state of affairs however, is disquieting only when very 
high precision determinations are necessary. In the mineralogical and petrological 
routine works a compromise is the most reliable choice, so that Q ::: Ijd2 is widely 
used as c observation :t indipendently of how the lattice interplanar spacings are 
obtained. The quantity Q is retained as «observation :t also in the present work 
but here a two-ways procedure has been adopted. Thus the latt ice constants 
refinement is performed in terms of direct unit-cell if the direct parameters are 
required, or in terms of reciprocal unit-eell when the reciprocal constants are of 
interest. This strategy simplifies all the calculations smoothing also some mathema
tical and statistical complications. 

Outline of the procedure 

T he Least-Squares unit-eell constants determination involving the reciprocal 
lattice is well known. Among the va rious papers on the subject those of SMITH 
(1956), BURNHAM (1962), K ELSEY (1963), ApPLEJ--IAN et AI. (1973), LANGFORD (1973) 
are of relevant intercst. The use of the direct unit-eell is described in FARINATO and 
LoRETO (1975). 

Using the subscript «C:t for a calculated quantity and the subscript «ex :t for a 
quantity obtained from an experi ment we can write for the i-th X-ray diffraction 
peak h,k,ll 

(6) 

where the symbol ~ means « is observed to be equal to:t and .6.(sin26,).,,, is a 
correction term accounting for systematic errors. Multiplying each term of eq. 6 
for the factor 4/>"12 and rearranging, we can write our « i-th observation equation of 
unit weight:t as 

(7) 

or, with an obvious simplified notation 

(8) 
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In the triclinic system the expression of Q. in terms of direct unit<ell constants and 
reflection indices is 

where 

R • (1 _COOI~_eoe2A._0I.>fj2r.'2c08a. 00lI /J. C08 r.) 

m • ((X)e:A.QOI;)I, - C<:IIJil,,) 

n (0t8r..coea.-0DI:I.s..) 

p • ((X)e:a,poeA.- eoer. ) 

(9) 

(9 Q) 

(9 b) 

(9<) 

(9d) 

Altern:ltivdy in te rms of reci procal hmicc pa rameters the expression of Qc IS 

(10) 

The correction term Du ir. eq. 8 may be made up of several fu nctions according 
to the systematic errors to account for. Formally wc will write 

(IJ) 

where fl (al)e~, ... , fk (el).,~ are lhe correction funct ions and the 01, ... , D II:: are the 
c drift » constants. The equation 8 is intrinsically non linear in the lattice parameters 
(direct or reciprocal ones) but it is linear in the drift constants. "An approximation 
of Qe linear in terms of unit<dl parameter corrections can be obtai ned by a truncated 
Taylor's expansion. so that ca lling Ql the i-Ih Q~. 

(12) 

is the new i-th observation equation for the triclinic case. 
According to the case in eq. 12 Ql comes out from eq. 9 or eq. 10, the x's 

are the direct or reciprocal unit-cdl parameters and the a x's are the corresponding 
parameter corrections. The vertical bar in eq . 12 points out that the partial deri
vatives must be numerically evaluated putti ng in their formulas the approximated 
unit-cdl parameters. An expression of the partial derivatives of Q~ (eq. 9) in respect 
to ao. ... , Yo is given in FARlNATO and l.oRETO (1975), for all the crystal systems C)· 

(1) Sce the Appendix for correclions of misprints in the FARlNATO and LoJ.ETO (1975) paper. 
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In the reciprocal unit-cel1 case the partial derivatives of Qc (eq. 10) in respect to 
a·, ... , y. are very si mple for all the crystal systems and their expression will he 
not given here. 

The meaning of 6..QI in eq. 12 is 

(13) 

If there are more observation equations than unknown parameters, the Least-Squares 
method can be applied. 
uti>< 

~a, ba, 
fj !""llex ... fk!""jlez JX , b~l bx" 

bQ; .. . . bQ; 
fj!tJ-;lex ... fk!""Jex p -

~x. 

x - 0 , bx, bx. 

bQr • . . . bar· fj!""rlex .. . fk(""rlex 
0, 

~x, bx, 

(Ha) (14 b) 
(14 c) 

where r > (6 + k), we can write the Least-Squares normal equation system as 

x'xp . X'y (IS) 

and if the matrix X'X IS non singular the vector ~ esti mating ~ of eq. 14 c is 
given by 

(16) 

As it is well known, an iterative procedure is now applied until the Ax's of ~ are 
very dose (if possible) to zero. 

The variance er of the perturbations on the vector Y is estimated from the 
expressIOn 

-2 Y'Y - p'X'Y , . ""'-'-,,-"--'''r - (S ·k) 
(17) 
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and the variance O"~ on each of the estimated parameters is estimated from 

(q ~ 1, 2 . .. .• 6, ... . 6 .k) 

where the Cqq'S are the diagonal elements in the matrix (X'Xt l, 
The variance f1 ~ of the unit<cll volume V is estimated from 

2 66 \:lV\:l\l , [[ _~c 
i 1 "'x ~. I ) 1 1 v I ~'A I 

where the ell's atc the elements of the matrix (X'Xf', 

(18) 

(19) 

If the r observation equations afC of unequal weight, the same above outlined 
procedure can be followed multiplying each observation equation for the root square 
of its weight. 

Because the variance (12 of Y does not depend on the X nor the (3" 

its estimate &~ has, ,of course, the same value in the direct or reciprocal refinement 
case. The value of &2 is also independent from the refinement cycle. Starring to 
label the reciprocal unit-cell case, it may be useful to note that: 

(20) 

and that dividing eq. 18 by eq. 20: 

(21) 

An example 

A computer program has been prepared for the Olivetti P 652 Computer system. 
The program follows two ways separately i.e. the Least-Squares refinement is 
performed in the direct or in the reciprocal space. 
c) the reRection indices h1kdl; 

a) the crystal system code; 

b) the approximations in the unit-cell parameters (direct or reciprocal ones); 

c) the reRection indices hlklh; 

d) the angle :lel or the spacing d!; 

eo) the wave-lenght ).1; 

f) the observation weight w,; 

g) the standard deviation (1(61); 
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h) the code of the correction functions allowing for systematic errors (none or up 
to four functions simultaneously, if desidered. In tbale 1 are listed some common 
correction functions; other functions can be easily added). 

If an internal sta ndard whose unit-cell parameters are accurately known is 
used, the 2ec:r's are transformed in 2eobo by a suitable subroutine. If not all the 
2eObo (or dOb.) are indexed, a preliminary unit-cell refinement is carried ou[ with 
the 2eob• already indexed and then a general indexing attempted within a specific 
space-group and a given tolerance. When no indices are found or the indexing 
is not unique, the corresponding 2e (or d) is labelled ( unknown >. The possibility 
of rejection of certain difilraction data from the calculation is also provided. 

An example of listing of output data is displayed in the self-explanatory tables 2 
and 3 concerning the Spanish Peak andesine quoted in SMITH (1956). Some useful 
c statistics, aid the criticism on the data used . 

TABLE 1 
Some systematic arors correction junctions of common llse: 

see f.e. AZAROFF and B U ERGER (1958) 

r =: angle in radian meuure 

Appendix 

c ERRATA CORRIGE , IN THE FARINATO AND LoRETO (1975) PAPER 

Page 494, Table 1: 
- Under MONOCLINIC, the right hand member in the partial derivate aQ/ac 

must be multiplied for the 1 index. 

Page 495. Table 2: 
- In the row ( ISOMETRIC , read 3a2 instead of Jas. 

- In the row c HEXAGONAL , in the first col umn read 2acsin ~ instead of 
3 

6acsin6O", and in the third column read a2sin ..2:.... instead of 3a25in6O". 
3 
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- In the row c RHOMBOHEDRAL . the third space must be empty and the 
formula: -3a3mR-\!tsina. shifted in the fourth column. 

Pag~ 496: 
- The last three terms of eg. 28 must be multiplied for the factor 2. 
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